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AFTER-MOUSE.COM is a world leader in development using gesture based technologies, including Kinect™ for Windows®.
Clean’Move provides a seamless way to use your mouse through gesture, navigating all your existing applications and content.

Advantages of using the Clean’Move Mouse Driver
Plug and Play! Clean’Move works with any Windows® 7 or 8 device linked with Kinect™ for Windows®. There’s no installation
necessary; every application you use is instantly and effortlessly compatible with the Clean’Move driver.
Keep it germ-free. Our Clean’Move driver allows professionals in sterile environments to navigate their applications with simple
movements, requiring no touch. The entire system can be placed behind glass to keep your room free of contaminants. Any action
you can perform by moving or clicking your mouse you can now accomplish with just your hands!
The power of Kinect. Clean’Move can recognize when there is someone present or when the system is idle; it can track your
movements from various distances and angles, even in the dark! It’s a cost effective and versatile solution for virtually any facility.
Hardware Required:


Kinect™ for Windows® sensor



Windows® 7 or 8 PC



Any display, including projectors, TVs, LCD screens

Instantly link any Windows 7 or 8 device

How Clean’Move works
The Clean’Move driver makes it possible to navigate any existing applications using gesture. Use one hand to guide your mouse on
screen and use your other to push forward and “click.” The driver will detect and focus on the primary user in environments where
there are multiple people present.
Kinect™ for Windows® uses infrared technology to sense movement. It tracks from approximately 2 to 15 feet, and works with any
lighting environment. Kinect™ for Windows® is also capable of both voice and facial recognition, features which can be integrated as
part of a custom application* project with AFTER-MOUSE.COM.
*AFTER-MOUSE.COM is a leading developer of Windows® 7 and Windows® 8 applications. If your business requires custom application development,
AFTER-MOUSE.COM has the experience to deliver a motion-recognition application that meets your unique needs. Clean’Move can be purchased as individual
licenses, or an unlimited license which can be deployed on an any number of devices worldwide.
**Clean’Move itself is a driver and not an application. The package does not provide any content, and all hardware must be acquired separately.
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